PROGRESS THROUGH PARTNERSHIPS: BUILDING MOMENTUM TOGETHER
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WELCOME

ANN CUDD
DIALOGUES ARE KEY

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
TRUE COLLABORATION
TH SOSKA WILDS OUTREACH + ENGAGEMENT LEADERSHIP AWARD

OUTREACH + ENGAGEMENT
A ROADMAP TO THE FUTURE
ROOTED IN OUR HISTORY

THAT IS CHANGING THE WORLD

CHANGE 2 BLOCKS OVER...

CARNegie CLASSIC 3+3:
Celebrate the Classification
Commitment to Community is at Core

WE ACTIVATE INFORMATION

TH DESIRE TO COME TOGETHER TO REALLY MAKE A DIFFERENCE
IT TOOK ALL OF US TO MAKE IT HAPPEN

TH PAssION
TH CReATED LINKS

TH CONGRATULATIONS!
SABINa DETRIck
APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY AS A PROCESS FOR DEMOCRATIC COCURRICULAR PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

**Problem of Practice Research**

- Community engagement professional can be in an institution
- Student affairs perspective not faculty-led

**Strategizing and Assessing Partnerships**

- Practice is different for everyone
- Alignment
  - Democratic engagement
  - Carnegie classification
- Process
  - Everyone has a voice
  - Mutual benefit

**Appreciative Inquiry**

- Work in clusters
- Staff/faculty, students, community
- 1 from every stakeholder group
- Participatory action research groups
- Guided discussion with prompts

**Outreach**

- What's out there?
  - Partnership frameworks
  - Qualities of partnerships

**Old Community Engagement Mentality**

- Fix it
  - Curricular, co-curricular, extra-curricular

**Positive Lens**
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PARTNERSHIPS OF DISTINCTION AWARDS CEREMONY

2020 PARTNERSHIPS OF DISTINCTION

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA REGIONAL DATA CENTER
- Pitt Grads are fundamental
- Build to support multiple projects
- List projects, complete census

ALLIANCE FOR REFUGEE YOUTH SUPPORT AND EDUCATION
- Passion of hard work of Pitt students
- Help immigrant youth feel welcomed

HEALTHY CHILD
- Keep children in the classroom
- "The Dream Team"
- Disrupt the status quo

RESEARCH FOR EQUITY AND POWER
- Pitt-Homewood Partnership
- Equitable development
- Share power, resources
- Listen to community voice
- This is a movement
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SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS
- Aligning with communities
- Strengthen communities in practical format

PARTNERSHIP TO WATCH!
- Live Longer
- Empowering and engaging Pittsburgh communities
- Come together as a team
- Health impacted by economics
- Empower the people

Relationship Building
- Provide resiliency and skills
- Mental health services
- DBT steps
- In the classroom
BECAUSE HIGHER EDUCATION IS AT THE HEART OF CIVIL SOCIETY

THE BUHL FOUNDATION

DIANA BUCO

NOW
COMMUNITY SERVICE IS EMBEDDED

CENTRAL TO THRIVING DEMOCRACY

CIVIC EDUCATION

A PLACE TO PRACTICE...

COMPROMISE LISTEN

WE CONTINUE TO EVOLVE

HOW TO BECOME BEST ENGAGED SELF

CAN WE MAKE A BIGGER IMPACT

BECOME EMBEDDED

GROWTH NORTHSIDE ASSETS

PEOPLE PLACES RESOURCES

DIGNITY
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Fostering Civic Engagement and Activism to Advance Equitable Development in Homewood

Equitable Development
- This Community is Changing
- People Should Not Be Left Out

Citizen Training Academy
- Share Ideas
- Community Organizing Strategies
  - What Matters Most
  - Where Are Overlaps

Strategies
- Use Existing Plans
  - Identify Potential Partners + Opponents

Advocacy Road Map
- Last Civic Engagement
  - Crows
  - Pick Up Trash
  - Children's Event
  - Meeting
  - Live Longer Project

MARY OHMER
MIRANDA MUNSON
DONELLE PEARL

Homewood Children's Village
Homewood
IT IS FLAT
PROPERTY
CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

We Must Speak the Same Language

Educate: This is Centrification vs. Revitalization
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Pathways for Civic Mentoring: Year One Data and Using the Framework Creatively with Students

Where Can This Tool Be Used?
Panther Connect

What Do You Know?
First Year
800 Students
Summer 6 Sessions

Challenge
Activity
Philanthropy

Organizations in the Neighborhood
Thermostat
Bow Ties

Service (Key Component)
Walk-A-Thons

What Organizations Do You Want to Learn About?
Gen Z
Born Out of 9/11
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Connections
Voting → Citizenship

Activism
Direct Service
Policy
Connect Community
Political Involvement

What Does Civic Engagement Mean to You?

Reflect
What Bias Do I Bring?
Know Our Students
Opportunities Without Big-Time Commitments
Attach to Something They Value + In Skillet
Can’t Do This Without Faculty!

What Doesn’t Work for All So Why Should We?
Merge Together
Curricular Co-Op

Jelly
Peanut Butter

Opportunities Without Big-Time Commitments

Take Diagnostic
Follow Up... Later
Did You Participate?
USING SCIENCE TO IMPROVE SCIENCE COMMUNICATION

BE RELEVANT

LEARNING IS HARD WORK

KEEP IT SIMPLE

DO YOU BELIEVE IN EVOLUTION?

SOCIAL REASONING

CRISIS OR DISMISS

MOTIVATED REASONING

WHAT ARE CO-BENEFITS?

INCREASES HEALTH IN PITTSBURGH

PUBLIC HEALTH IMPACTS...

FLOODING

TOPOLOGY CAN BE MEASURED...

FACILITIES POWER... ECONOMY

PUBLIC HEALTH IMPACTS...

WHAT ARE CO-BENEFITS?

20-25 SLIDES

COMMUNICATE CLIMATE SCIENCE

ADDRESS 4 MAIN POINTS

INCORPORATE CLIMATE SCIENCE

WORKED

DIDN'T WORK

INCREASES HEALTH IN PITTSBURGH

PUBLIC HEALTH IMPACTS...

FLOODING

TOPOLOGY CAN BE MEASURED...

FACILITIES POWER... ECONOMY

PUBLIC HEALTH IMPACTS...

WHAT ARE CO-BENEFITS?
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